The European Section
It’s about :
 The risks and consequences
of global warming.

 Renewable energy
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It was a beautiful trip!

We visited :
- Museum of Geography in Erd
- The city of Pécs
- The Renewable Energy Plants
- MOL Oil, a refining factory in
Szazhalombatta
- a Natural reserve area in Erd
- Budapest with the castle
District, Chain Bridge, the
Parliament and
the Shoes Memorial.
And of course, a lot of good
time with our
Correspondents !!!

In Physic Chemistry, We have experimented and
created a substance called Oobleck. We learned this origin by
reading the book « Bartholomew and The Oobleck » by Dr Seuss.
He told the problem of the king. Indeed, the king wanted something
new to come from the sky. And he found the Oobleck. But as a
solution, the king asked his magicians to create something new, and
they invented the Oobleck thanks to poems and potions. This story
teaches a lot of lessons. For example, it says that we cannot have
everything we want because sometimes, it’s impossible, then,
everyone can make mistakes, even a king. We should be satisfied
with what we have and stop moaning about everything. And the
last one is that a problem always has a solution, but we
must consider all consequences for us and others.

He’s a British playwright and he’s very famous. He has
a provocative and dark style. In this screenplay, he talks
about several topic’s.
Within the cultural project with the Cart'@ttoo, we
went to the theater to see a play which was called Oussama,
ce Héro.
Dennis Kelly shows everybody can have moral
dilemmas and can have qualities and flows. We are all
Humans. The play pushes us to not trust our jugements, but
to look out for proofs.
He evokes the terrorism, the torture, the revenge
and the Hero. Garry’s point of view is that the hero is a
person who is determined and courageous, who is ready to
sacrifice his life to defend a cause and change society.

In Physics and Chemistry,
we had to do a
presentation on our scientist.
We were in groups
We explained what they discovered
on the atom and other things. Then,
we created a poster and a game to
know if our classmates understood,
we also played a game on female
scientists in English class.

We worked on a comics which called
« On a plate », and it shows 2 different
babies, Richard and Paula. They come from
completely different families. In the last
frame, Paula and Richard finally meet but
she has not the same social status, she’s
below him. Toddy Morris wants to denounce
the inequalities between males and females
and mainly here between the poor and the
rich. There are a lot of inequalities like
social inequalities, gender inequalities,
racial inequalities for example. With
Courtney, we studied how to fight against
gender inequalities thanks to commercials.
And then, in pairs, we created our own
commercial without gender prejudice.

